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I am MariaAngelica Deeb from the City of Mesa, AZ. I am the Transportation Projects Coordinator and is an honor to be here. I am originally from Bogota, Colombia, South America and are an USA citizen since 2005. I went to the AZ State University where I got several masters: Master of Science in construction management, master of environmental planning and a master in public administration. In 2020 I became a certified public manager.



Agenda:

• Equity  - meaning?
• Why active Transportation 

vehicles?
• Objectives
• Method
• Result
• Conclusion (working)
• Study cases (AZ)
• Future 
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The agenda of today’s presentation is listed in the slide. Let’s begin



Agenda:

• Equity  - meaning?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1st what is the meaning of equity? 



Equity:  fairness with which impacts (benefits and costs) are distributed
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Presentation Notes
refers to the fairness with which impacts (benefits and costs) are distributed among all stakeholders. Transportation planning decisions have significant equity impacts that may be difficult to evaluate because there are several definitions of equity, many potential impacts to consider, various ways to measure the impacts, and includes many options when categorizing people. We propose to define equity as (must meet both statements) a). fosters the fair opportunities of mobility, safety, reliability and comfort to all when comparing programs and projects where vehicle, transit, share-ride and pedestrian transport occur and b). fosters the fair distribution of costs and benefits to all those incurring the effects of such programs or projects.



QOL: Equity affects, and is affected by

The Importance of evaluating equity, especially when 
evaluating the net benefits and the success of public 
transportation, is the evaluation of the impact that 

transportation planning decisions has on quality of life.

QOL

Quality of
Transportation 

Choices

Equity

Economic & 
Social Oppt

Policies Licenses
Codes

Transportation 
expenses 

(external and 
internal)

Availability of
public resources

Development
location
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The Importance of evaluating equity, especially when evaluating the net benefits and the success of public transportation, is the evaluation of the magnitude of the impact that transportation planning decisions has on quality of life.



Agenda:

• Equity  - meaning?
• Why active Transportation 

vehicles?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our research was focused on active transportation vehicles. These are shred programs that focus on bikes and scooters. The reason for this focus stems from a personal experience. When I came to the states I brough nothing but my cloth. I was confined to a very small area as I had no car, and I lived in the dorms. My choices were limited to walking, transit, carshare or buying a bike. I decided to buy a bike and it was stolen. I started walking everywhere…… but what were my choices, that were both safe and catered to my economic reality?



(ATV) programs are a response to short 

trips not covered in public 
transportation

 gaps 
 short commuting 
 convenience trips

Most of the research to date, categorize 
the economic impacts associated with 
this type of transportation program as: 
Core, Operational and Geographical. 

Not included above is equity.
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A solution to this is (ATV) programs which are a response to short trips not covered in public transportation. Please note that this is a targeted response to a specific group. What is important is that we define the group based on need and do not unintentionally marginalize or discriminate some and not allow them (intentionally or not) to benefit from this transportation option.ATV programs focus onFilling up gaps For short commuting And for convenience tripsMost of the research to date, categorize the economic impacts associated with this type of transportation program as: Core, Operational and Geographical. Not included is the economic impact to equity.



Update (April 17, 2019): NACTO’s Newest 
Report, Shared Micromobility in the U.S.: 
2018, updates these figures with 2018 
ridership numbers, including those of e-
scooter systems
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Remember when it was stated that the ATV program trips respond to transit gaps and are short? This can be justified by the data from NACTO in 2019. For members’ trips are in average 12 minutes in length. For those casuals riders are 25 minutes. Why is it important for local government to ensure that equity is included in the measures of success of these programs? Because bike and scooter shares programs continue to grow in the USA. There have been over 88 million trips in the USA since 2010. Question to you all: Have you seen shared bikes or scooters where you live and work? Are you a casual or registered member of a program? Do you manage or just benefit from a program like this? If the answer is yes to any, this is important to you.



Goal: All markets
should have an
“Equity-based” 
program

Why must we include 
equity? Simply, we need to 
balance the finite resources 
of any transportation 
system, and the balancing 
act should be fair and 
equitable.

Very few professionals can be involved in the 
beginning of a new thinking manner involving an 
old mode of transportation. 
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To continue the idea of importance, these types of program affect the quality of life of OUR residents. As professionals in local, state, federal government, county even in schools or university, we need to ensure that the ATV choice is an option available to most in a safe and equitable manner. Why? The reality is that we need to balance the finite resources of any transportation system, and the balancing act should be fair and equitable.Although I am sure most of you agree however, only 24% of the USA bike share programs have a discount program or base their fare system by income.



Agenda:

• Equity  - meaning?
• Why active Transportation 

vehicles?
• Objectives

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I hope that the summary that was given to you justifies the reason we dealt into research. The objectives of our research are



Objectives: 

• 1. Identify the perception on what the users see 
as important and identify the tradeoffs that are part of 
their decision process. 

• 2. Determine (through survey) if an ATV program 
should be equitable and the definition of what this 
means.

• 3. Determined if the results represent what 
program managers, ATV vendors, and public 
transportation officials measure when determining if their 
program is equitable and if these measures are used to 
define the success of their program. 

• 4. Finally, determine if an equity measure is 
needed and recommend a methodology for measuring 
equity.
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1.	Identify the perception on what the users see as important and identify the tradeoffs that are part of their decision process. 2.	Determine (through survey) if an ATV program should be equitable and the definition of what this means.3.	Determined if the results represent what program managers, ATV vendors, and public transportation officials measure when determining if their program is equitable and if these measures are used to define the success of their program. 4.	Finally, determine if an equity measure is needed and recommend a methodology for measuring equity.



Agenda:

• Equity  - meaning?
• Why active Transportation 

vehicles?
• Objectives
• Background & Method
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Now that the objectives of the research were discussed, I want to take a few minutes and discuss the background and methodology used.



Background:
• One of the first community bicycle projects in the United States was 
started in Portland, Oregon in 1994 by civic and environmental activists 
Tom O'Keefe, Joe Keating and Steve Gunther.

• Approach: of simply releasing several bicycles to the streets for 
unrestricted use. 

• While Portland's Yellow Bike Project was successful in terms of 
publicity, it proved unsustainable due to theft and vandalism of the 
bicycles. 

• The Yellow Bike Project was eventually terminated and replaced with 
the Create A Commuter (CAC) program, which provides free secondhand 
bicycles to certain preselected low-income and disadvantaged people 
who need a bicycle to get to work or attend job training courses.

• FUTURE:  Community & convenient programs. 
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One of the first community bicycle projects in the United States was started in Portland, Oregon in 1994.The approach used was of simply releasing several bicycles to the streets for unrestricted use. While Portland's Yellow Bike Project was successful in terms of publicity, it proved unsustainable due to theft and vandalism of the bicycles. The Yellow Bike Project was eventually terminated and replaced with the Create A Commuter (CAC) program, which provides free secondhand bicycles to certain preselected low-income and disadvantaged people who need a bicycle to get to work or attend job training courses. This proved to be a better way. The lesson learned was that the community needed to e involved and feel ownership of the program, and that the program had to be convenient.



Methods: 

• Summarize on-going research, conducted 
between 2017 through 2020 identifying the 
tradeoffs and measures important for those using or 
managing ATV programs. 

• The research team used platforms of social media 
to distribute an 8-question survey (all: vendors, 
government staff, users, researchers, etc).

• https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/5RWKSQG
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A lot of reading and research has been done in terms of equity, economics of transportation, ATV, etc. To date we have summarized on-going research and conducted between 2017 through 2020 some surveys. We are currently conducting an 8-question survey and we would like all of you to answer it. Our goal is the identification of the tradeoffs and measures important for those using or managing ATV programs. The research team used platforms of social media (Facebook, etc.) to distribute an 8-question survey (all: vendors, government staff, users, researchers, etc.). If you are interested in answering and forwarding to others the survey, please contact me.



Agenda:

• Equity  - meaning?
• Why active Transportation 

vehicles?
• Objectives
• Method
• Result
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Now I will summarize the results we have gotten to date



The responses obtained identified that two units of 
measurement should be used when measuring equity: 

1. Unit per capita (per adult, per commuter, per peak 
period of travel, per household) and 
2. Per unit of travel (per vehicle-mile/km, per commute 
trip, etc.  

Over ninety-two percent of those surveyed judge that an 
ATV program should be equitable and that is best to 
include a variety of issues and perspectives. 

The planning and implementation processes must 
include the community’s equity concerns and priorities 
therefore public involvements is important for equity 
planning. 

Results: 

^ NOT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have date data that supports what we intuitively knew that it is not fair to give all the same portion. Some need additional help to get the same and fair opportunities than others enjoy.The responses obtained identified that two units of measurement should be used when measuring equity: 1. Unit per capita (per adult, per commuter, per peak period of travel, per household) and 2. Per unit of travel (per vehicle-mile/km, per commute trip, etc.  Over ninety-two percent of those surveyed stated that an ATV program should be equitable and that is best to include a variety of issues and perspectives. The planning and implementation processes must include the community’s equity concerns and priorities therefore public involvements is important for equity planning.Please go to:https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/5RWKSQG



Important –Hear 
from the user-

As public agency (we 
do not own, but we 

need to regulate, 
define a 

policy/procedure) 
what can we do?

Planning: Bikes at convenient locations & provide safe route (1 mile from Light rail, fixed bus routes, 
school/university, special events)  - look for economic development opportunities

Set the staging areas – access, parking, retrieval policy and Use – only in roads with bike lanes? +18 yrs, 
helmet?, not sidewalk, SUP
• Easy: Access and return
• Geofencing – provide map with no barriers (involve community of users, residents, advocates) 

User cost: Permit/License & Cost effective – discount programs/busy public transportation/transit 
corridors

Fees/fares, $ time, $ trip by similar modes (transit, walking) , app, pre-paid, other

Regulation & Enforcement

ATV are using PUBLIC ROADS/FACILITIES:
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Important –Hear from the user- As public agency (we do not own, but we need to regulate, define a policy/procedure) what can we do?Truth is that ATVs are using public roads. There is a need to do good planning: that is Bikes at convenient locations & provide safe route (1 mile from Light rail, fixed bus routes, school/university, special events)  and  look for economic development opportunities•	We need to set the staging areas – access, parking, retrieval policy and Use – only in roads with bike lanes? +18 yrs, helmet? not sidewalk, SUP•	Easy: Access and return•	Geofencing – provide map with no barriers (involve community of users, residents, advocates) •	We need to ensure that equity is an important factor when defining the user cost: Permit/License & Cost effective – discount programs/busy public transportation/transit corridors•	Fees/fares, $ time, $ trip by similar modes (transit, walking) , app, pre-paid, other•	Regulation & Enforcement	
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It is important to realize we do not need to reinvent the wheel. Let’s implement and ensure the proper use of Title IX, fairness, ADA programs within active transportation vehicle programs, etc..



We are all pedestrians!!!!

Look out for others 

And

ourselves
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Just as important is to look at how this ATV interact with other of our road users – pedestrians. We are all pedestrians, even if we use a car. We are pedestrians when we park and walk to our car, parking spot, store, etc. We must ensure that any ATV program is equitable for those enjoying the ATVs and those that interact with or in conflict with it.



Identify what is important for users of ATV programs alike and 
what tradeoffs are part of their decision process. 
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The following two slides show you some of the analysis we have done to the results we have obtained to date. We are continuously receiving more data and we thank people that have taken the time. We are also available for follow-up.







Agenda:

• Equity  - meaning?
• Why active Transportation 

vehicles?
• Objectives
• Method
• Result
• Conclusion
• Study cases (AZ)
• Future 
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As we are wrapping up this presentation, I want to give a report of some of the conclusions arrived to date. I also want to showcase two case studies of AZ cities that have implemented ATV programs. Lastly, I want to talk about what the future may instore for us researchers



Results show that when selecting the total cost 
expresses as percentage of (daily) average 
income by user per vehicle mile per commute 
trip,  we are able to include an equity measure as 
different social groups have different “total costs 
perceived” per vehicle mile per commute trip.
This measure works for both the users as well as for 
program managers, ATV vendors, and public 
transportation officials. 

Conclusion: 

^ NOT
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Results show that when selecting the total cost expressed as percentage of (daily) average income by user per vehicle mile per commute trip,  we are able to include an equity measure as different social groups have different “total costs perceived” per vehicle mile per commute trip.This measure works for both the users as well as for program managers, ATV vendors, and public transportation officials.



Agenda:

• Equity  - meaning?
• Why active Transportation 

vehicles?
• Objectives
• Method
• Result
• Conclusion
• Study cases (AZ)
• Future 
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We looked at several programs, and two of these are local to AZ, these are Tempe and Phoenix. For the sake of time I will just highlight somethings of these.Slide 27, 28, 29- TempeSlides 30, 31 – Phoenix













Agenda:

• Equity  - meaning?
• Why active Transportation 

vehicles?
• Objectives
• Method
• Result
• Conclusion
• Study cases (AZ)
• Future 
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Future research. We continue studying more cases in the southwest of USA. 



Survey – now we need to hear from you!!!

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/BN283LF
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And we continue collecting survey from new survey responses. We hope that this is a platform that encourages more people to let us know what they think about equity in transportation. Please go to: https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/5RWKSQG



Equity the need 
to measure & 
do it well:

•Equity-based 
program

•Codes, Ordinances
•Permits,  Licenses
•Social Contract
•Public Relations & 
Outreach
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I want to wrap up saying some simple words:There is a need to measure equity & do it well:And we create working condition for equity implementation if we develop:•	Equity-based program•	Codes, Ordinances with measurable costs and benefits that define the quality of transportation options, therefore QOL•	Develop Permits, Licenses that account for diversity and disparity•	We develop Social Contract with the community as well as with ATV users and those impacted or in conflict with•	Have strong Public Relations & Outreach programs



Questions?

Mariaangelica.deeb@mesaaz.gov

(480) 644-2845

35
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Questions

mailto:Mariaangelica.deeb@mesaaz.gov
mailto:riaangelica.deeb@mesaaz.gov


Thank you
Co-researcher and co-autor: 
Brian Fellows
Principal Planner, City of Phoenix
Street Transportation Department
Programming and Project Delivery Division
Email: brian.fellows@phoenix.gov The Arizona ITE board 
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My contact information.

mailto:brian.fellows@phoenix.gov
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